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Problem 1 (Classes and Inheritence) (10 points)

A zoo wants to keep track of its animals and wants you to write the framework
to do so. You should define each animal as a class instance, such that data
about them can be accessed and manipulated easily. Please follow these steps
to implement the framework:

(a) Create a class Animal with the member variables string name storing
the animal’s nickname, int cageNumber storing the cage the animal
occupies, int birthYear storing the year of birth and a method

void printAge(int year);
that receives the current year as input and prints the animal’s age in
years to the console. Set the constructor to initialize all the variables.

(b) To make sure the zoo employees don’t corrupt the data, define all vari-
ables as private. The method printAge shall be public. Further, imple-
ment another public method

void printData();
that prints all available data about an animal to the console.

(c) The zoo has grown much larger and would like to keep a count of the
different species it has. Write a species-specific child class, Wolf, which
inherits from Animal. Add a counter to the new class static int
counter and change the constructor and destructor such that they in-
crease and decrease the counter by 1, respectively. Print out the updated
count each time an instance is created or destroyed. Remember to ini-
tialize the counter to zero before running your code.

(d) Override the method printAge in Wolf such that it prints the age multi-
plied by a factor of 7 (measured in dog years). Can you access birthYear?
Change its definition to protected in the base class, so it becomes visible
to the child class.

(e) Try out the framework with a meaningful example.
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Problem 2 (Truncation errors) (10 points)

When performing numerical calculations on precise mathematical it is impor-
tant to always keep the finite nature of data types in mind and pay attention
to possible truncation errors. To see the effects of truncation errors, consider
the following examples:

(a) Consider the task of numerically evaluating the sum

S =
N∑
i=1

1/N, N ∈ N.

Analytically, this sum clearly evaluates to S = 1. Write a C++ program
that numerically evaluates S. Consider three different data types for
the result of the sum: float, double and long double. For all three
data types consider N ∈ {16, 512, 333, 100 000}. For all values of N and
all three data types, print the result of the computation to the console.
Make sure that you print the numbers with sufficient accuracy. What is
the difference between the results? Explain these differences!
Hint: Recall the size of the respective data types in bytes. What is the binary
representation of the values of N?

(b) Show that the following expressions are equivalent

• ((a+ b) (a− b))2

• (a2 + b2)
2 − 4 (ab)2

• (a2 − b2)
2

We choose a = 108 + 2 and b = 108 − 1. Write a code to calculate
the above expressions, using data type double. You will notice the
expression (a2 + b2)

2 − 4 (ab)2 is much different from the others. Why is
that? Break the calculation down and print out the intermediary steps,
especially before and after applying the squares on the brackets. What
happens there and why?
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Problem 3 (Advanced: Linked List) (10 points)

A linked list is a commonly used data structure comprising a sequence of
nodes that contain two fields: a data field and a link (pointer) to the next
node. The last node is linked to a terminator used to signify the end of
the list. The following illustration demonstrates a linked list storing integer
values.

In this exercise we will implement a linked list (or more specifically a singly
linked list) in C++.

(a) Create a templated class Node with two public variables storing data of
the templated type T and a pointer to the next node in the list.

(b) Write a templated class LinkedList with a public variable head that
is a pointer to the head node of the list (i.e. the node pointing to the
terminator). In the constructor, initialize head with the nullptr.

(c) Implement a public method for the LinkedList
void addNode(T val);

that appends an element to the head of the list. Make sure to adjust the
head variable.

(d) Implement a public method for the LinkedList
void printList();

which prints out the list to the console.

(e) Implement a public method for the LinkedList
void removeNode(T val);

which removes the first occurrence of a node holding the data val. Again,
make sure to adjust head accordingly and mind the case that the given
data val is not in the list.

(f) Test your implementation with a meaningful example.
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